
Launch	  Screening	  

Spot	  VS100	  



> Navigating Spot VS100 to Screen Subjects

•  Spot VS100 provides 3 options to launch a screening
–  Start:  guides the operator to entering subject demographic information
–  Quick Start: by selecting an “age group” to immediately initiate screening.  Provides options to enter 

subject data upon completion of the screening
–  Queue:  locate subjects in a pre-loaded “queue” by selection name or ID number to launch screening

•  There are multiple options for entering/editing subject data
–  Pre-Screen entry on device
–  Post Screen entry/edit on device
–  Pre-Screen entry via USB to pre-populate the queue, allowing selection by operator

•  A menu ribbon at the bottom of the instant screening results page expands 
options
–  “Mono” to enable monocular screening
–  “Edit” to alter or add data immediately upon completion of the screening
–  “Details” “Summary” allows for operators to choose how the results are presented
–  “Retry” allows for instantly re-screening the same subject (not recommended for 6m ot 6y subjects)
–  “Print” instantly sends the results to a paper or label printer



> 3 Options to Launch Screening



> Option A, Pre-Enter Subject Information



- Enter Subject ID (optional)



- Enter “First Name” (optional)



- Enter “Last Name” (optional)



- Enter Age (required)



- Confirm Subject Information; launch



- Screening Initiated



- Locate Proper Distance



- Instant Results Provided, print results



- Printed Results 



> Option B: Quick Start Screening



- Screening Initiated



- Locate Proper Distance



- Instant Results Provided, Select “Edit” to Save



- Select Section to Edit Subject Information

6	  –	  12m	  

-‐Select	  sec6on	  to	  open	  keyboard	  



Enter Subject Information, select Ok



- Select Section to Enter Subject Information

6	  –	  12m	  



- Save Confirmation



> Option C, Select Subject from Queue



- Select Subject from Queue

-‐Locate	  subject	  on	  list,	  or	  
-‐Scroll	  for	  more	  subjects,	  or	  
-‐Search.	  	  Enter	  subject	  ID	  or	  name	  to	  locate	  



- Confirm Subject Information; launch



- Screening Initiated



- Locate Proper Distance



- Instant Results Provided



> Navigating the Menu Ribbon

•  A menu ribbon at the bottom of the instant screening results page expands 
options
–  “Mono” to enable monocular screening
–  “Edit” to alter or add data immediately upon completion of the screening
–  “Details” “Summary” allows for operators to choose how the results are presented
–  “Retry” allows for instantly re-screening the same subject (not recommended for 6m ot 6y subjects)
–  “Print” instantly sends the results to a paper or label printer



> Menu Ribbon



- Monocular Screening



- Screening initiates upon selection of eye



Select OD or OS by Tapping the Screen 



- Locate Proper Distance



- Monocular Results



- Summary/Details; Instant Hide/Show of Results



- Retry, initiates screening with same subject



- Print 



- Additional “optional” Entries



- “glasses” or “contacts” prompts confirmation

-‐This	  selec6on	  is	  only	  for	  data	  tracking	  on	  the	  SpotsResultsExpanded.csv	  file	  
-‐Making	  a	  selec6on	  of	  “No”	  or	  “Yes”	  does	  not	  alter	  how	  the	  device	  measures	  
	  	  


